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"I will strive to sell your home at the highest price, in the shortest
period of time, with the least inconvenience to you."

Service and experience
I deliver unparalleled service customized to your unique needs.
My passion for real estate and a deep understanding of the
markets I serve, offer an important competitive advantage for
sellers.

Market knowledge
With access to the best market reports, statistics and local
intelligence, I have my fingers on the pulse of your most desired
neighbourhoods and feel movements and shifts immediately.

Price guidance
Your home will be priced competitively using our proven property
evaluation process and our extensive knowledge of current
market conditions to get the highest price possible.

Marketing with unmatched global reach
Our marketing techniques have local and global reach that
provide unmatched exposure to propel your listing above the
competition.

Negotiation skills
I am constantly brokering deals in the communities I serve, so I
know exactly what's going on in terms of trends, pressures and
opportunities. I use this knowledge to develop a strong
bargaining position so you achieve the best possible results at
the negotiating table.

Proven performance
Our sales record speaks for itself. I will strive to sell your home in
the shortest number of days for the best possible price.









WHAT WE DO TO SELL 
YOUR HOME



CHESTNUT PARK REALTOR 
PLEDGE OF SERVICE

FROM INITIAL CONTACT TO LISTING OF YOUR HOME:
HOME PREPARATION

Evaluate market, complete a comparative marketing analysis and provide an opinion 
of value for your property

Establish a listing price 

Provide tips on preparing your home for sale 

Explain custom marketing options



FROM LISTING TO OFFER: OUR MARKETING PLAN 





COMPARATIVE 
MARKET ANALYSIS



FOUR POINTS TO CONSIDER WHEN PRICING
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3 4



COMPARATIVE MARKET ANALYSIS: HOW MUCH IS YOUR 
HOME WORTH?



ACTIVE LISTINGS
Properties currently on the market



SOLD LISTINGS
Properties recently sold



OFF THE MARKET
Homes that did not sell



CHESTNUT PARK MARKET REPORTS: THE GO-TO 
SOURCE FOR REAL ESTATE MARKET INTELLIGENCE



PREPARING YOUR 
HOME FOR SALE





"As the founder of a successful luxury boutique
brokerage, I know what it takes to build a successful
brokerage dedicated to an uncompromising
commitment to excellence--and no firm in Canada has
done this better than Chestnut Park Real Estate."

Roxanne Henderson

Roxanne was creative, reliable, diligent and focused.
She was the 4th
real estate agent that I had used in order to sell my
property. The other
agents’ main marketing strategy seemed to be creating
a brochure,

"Roxanne was a pleasure to work with and did a great
job in promoting our home and equestrian centre.  (It
sold in less than 60 days for 97% of the list price!)"

Gary & Nancy

" I am one who complains about real-estate fees
endlessly! You are the first agent I have worked with
who was worth their weight in gold! To say you “stepped
up” when needed is an understatement. Thank you for
all your guidance and support."

Cheryl

I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for the
great service you provided us to get our property sold.
Very few agents would have been willing to tackle this
difficult sale and would have given up a long time ago.
You stuck with us!"

John & Katalin

"I would like to sincerely thank you for your compassion
and sensitivity in helping me both sell my house and
buy a new home for the next phase in my life. You have
always been friendly, calm, professional and helpful."

Janice

"If you want experience, expertise, honesty, efficiency,
and a pleasant professional manner — we highly
recommend Roxanne to handle your real estate needs!"

Bertha

"We really appreciated all the hard work that Roxanne
put in to selling our home. It was a specialty property in
the country and her expertise with preparing it and
promoting it to the right market was invaluable."

The Nixon Family

WHAT CLIENTS HAVE TO SAY


